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Abstract
This paper continues the study of the general theory  begun in   of semantic
domains based on the notion of a symmetrically compact Vcontinuity space  where
V is a value quantale It was previously shown that this theory naturally includes
the traditional examples of domains of cpos and metric spaces  is closed under the
key type forming operations needed in denotational semantics  and provides new
examples which may be suitable for modeling language constructs that occur in
concurrent and probabilistic programming Here it is shown that VDom supports
a rich theory of xed points for morphisms and has solutions to a wide class of
reexive domain equations
  Introduction
In   we introduced a general theory of semantic domains based on the notion
of a symmetrically compact Vcontinuity space where V is a value quantale
 denitions are reviewed below We were able to show that the category
VDom of symmetrically compact Vcontinuity spaces with continuous maps
captures in a natural way the traditional examples of domains of cpos and
 
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metric spaces is closed under the key type forming operations needed in deno
tational semantics and provides several new examples which may be suitable
for modeling language constructs that occur in concurrent and probabilistic
programming In the present work we show that VDom supports a rich
theory of xed points for morphisms and has solutions to a wide class of re
	exive domain equations Thus we will establish that VDom has all the key
properties required of a category of domains
 VDomains
In this section we recall some basic denitions from   that will be needed in
the sequel
Assume V is a complete lattice For p  q   V  we say that q is well above
p denoted by q  p i
 for any subset A  V  if p 
V
A then for some r  
A  q  r V is completely distributive i
 for all p   V  p 
V
fq   V j q  p g
De nition  A value distributive lattice is a completely distributive lattice
V satisfying the following two conditions    and if p   and q  
then p  q  
De nition  A quantale V  hV  i consists of a complete lattice hV i
and an associative and commutative binary operation  on V satisfying for
all p   V  p    p and for all p   V and all families fq
i
g
i I
of elements of
V  p 
V
i I
q
i

V
i I
p  q
i

De nition  A value quantale is a quantale V  hV  i such that hV i
is a value distributive lattice
To illustrate the denitions and results below and to indicate some of
the intended applications we consider the following three examples of value
quantales
 The Value Quantale of Ranks     is the set of Natural numbers
together with the rst innite ordinal with the opposite of the usual ordering
and with p  q  minfp  qg
 The Value Quantale of Distances  D     is the extended non
negative real numbers with the usual ordering and  is the usual operation of
addition of real numbers
 The Value Quantale of Distributions   is the set of functions  
       such that for all x       x  sup
y x
y where   
i
 for all x  x  x and  is dened by x  sup
u vx
u
v

 
We assume for the remainder of this section that V  hV  i is a value
quantale
De nition  A Vcontinuity space is a pair X  hX  di consisting of a set
X and a function d  X 	X  V satisfying for all x   X dx  x   and
for all x  y  z   X dx  y  dx  z  dz  y

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If X  hX  di is a Vcontinuity space then the dual of X is the pair
X

 X  d

 where for all x  y   X d

x  y  dy  x and the symmetrization
of X is the pair X
s
 X  d
s
 where for all x  y   X d
s
x  y  dx  y
dy  x
It easily follows that X

and X
s
are Vcontinuity spaces
There is a natural topology on a Vcontinuity space X  X  d which is
dened in a way completely analogous to the denition of the metric topology
on a metric space For x   X and    the open ball of radius  about x is
the set B

x  fy   X j   dx  y g A subset U of X is open in X if for all
x   U there is an    such that B

x  U  We write 
d
for the collection
of all open subsets of the Vcontinuity space X  X  d 
d
is easily seen to
be a topology on X which is called the induced topology on X  We call the
induced topology on X

the dual topology on X and the induced topology on
X
s
the symmetric topology on X  For A a subset of X we write clA for the
closure of A in the induced topology clA for the closure of A in the dual
topology and sclA for the closure of A in the symmetric topology Similar
notations will be used for other familiar topological notions
A Vcontinuity space X  X  d is a said to be T

if dx  y   and
dy  x   imply x  y for all x  y   X This condition is easily seen to be
equivalent to the requirement that the induced topology on X be T

and to
the requirement that the symmetric topology on X be T


In a Vcontinuity space X the specialization order 

 of the induced
topology can be characterized as x 

y i
 dx  y   X will be called
pointed if it has a least element  in the specialization order
De nition  Assume X  d is a Vcontinuity space ThenX is a Vdomain
if it is T

and compact in its symmetric topology
Below we will need to appeal to two elementary results form   A net
x


 
in a Vcontinuity space X is Cauchy if for every    there exists a


such that for all 	  
  

    dx

  x

 X is complete if every Cauchy
net in X has a limit in the symmetric topology on X X is totally bounded if
for all    there is a nite F  X such that X 
S
y F
N
s

y
Theorem  Assume X  X  d is a T

Vcontinuity space  Then X is a
Vdomain i X is complete and totally bounded   
Theorem  Assume X  X  d is a Vdomain 
 X 

 is a dcpo and the induced topology is contained in the Scott topol
ogy on X 

 
 If D is a directed subset of X then regarded as a net D converges to
W

D in the symmetric topology 
 If Y  Y  d is another Vdomain and f  X  Y is continuous for the
induced topologies then f is Scott continuous 
 
Let VDom denote the category with objects Vdomains and morphisms
the functions which are continuous relative to the induced topologies

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 Fixed Points of Morphisms
By  a pointed Vdomain is a cpo Thus there is a version of the Knaster
Tarski Theorem for pointed Vdomains
Theorem  Least Fixed Point Theorem Assume that D is a pointed
Vdomain and f  D  D is specialization order preserving  Dene f

 for
all ordinals  by f

   f
 
  ff

 and f

 
W

 
f


Then ff

g

is increasing and fixf 
W

f

 is the least xed point
of f  
Proof By  X 

d
 is a dcpo Since  f and f is monotone by
Transnite Induction the sequence ff

g

is increasing By Hartogs The
orem the sequence cannot go on strictly increasing forever Thus for some
 f
 
  f

 and so fixf 
W

f

  f

 is a xed point of
f  If y is another xed point of f  since  y we can show by Transnite
Induction that for all  f

  y Thus fixf 
W

f

  y  
If f  D  D is continuous then it is Scottcontinuous and consequently
the least xed point of f is reached in  steps fixf 
W

f
n

Below we denote by f  K the image of the set K under the function f 
Theorem  Least Fixed Point Induction Assume that D is a pointed
Vdomain f  D  D is specialization order preserving and P is a symmet
rically closed subset of D  If   P and f  P   P  then fixf   P  
Proof Since   P  for all x   P  fx   P and P is symmetrically closed
by  and Transnite Induction for all  f

   P  Again using the fact
that P is symmetrically closed we get fixf 
W

f

   P   
The following lemma is useful to show a general xedpoint theorem for
contractions on Vdomains and indeed motivates their denition Recall
for its proof that the distance function on the product of two Vdomains is
dv w  x  y  dv  x  dw  y
Lemma  Each Vdomain contains elements whose distance apart is max
imal 
Proof Suppose by Zorns lemma that we have a maximal chain C  V  such
that if    C then there is a pair x

  y

 such that dx

  y

   Let x  y
be a cluster point with respect to the symmetric topology of the net x

  y


We now show that dx  y 
W
C For if    C    choose by our cluster
point property a       C for which d
s
x  y  x

  y

   Then notice
that dx

  y

  dx

  y

  d
s
x

  x  dx  y  d
s
y  y

  dx  y   so by
the arbitrary nature of  dx

  y

  dx  y  as required Thus dx  y 
W
C
If by way of contradiction
W
C  dz w then C  fdz wg would be a
larger chain than C having the property with respect to which C was supposed
to be maximal This contradiction shows that dx  y 
W
C and is maximal 
De nition  AssumeX is a Vcontinuity space and f  X  X Then f is
a distance reducing map if whenever dx  y    then dfx  fy  dx  y 

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and whenever dx  y   then dfx  fy  
Lemma  Assume f  X  X is a distance reducing map  Then f is
nonexpansive and thus monotone and symmetrically continuous  Further a
distance reducing map has at most one xed point 
Proof We leave all but the last assertion to the reader For it if by way
of contradiction x  y   B were distinct then dx  y   or dy  x   if
for deniteness dx  y   then by the xed point property and the dening
property of distance reducing maps dx  y  dfx  fy  dx  y our
contradiction  
Theorem  Unique Fixed Point Theorem For each Vdomain D and
distance reducing map f  D D f has a unique xed point 
Proof Let C be a maximal chain of nonempty symmetrically closed subsets
of D containing their images under f that is for which f  K  K and
let B 
T
C By the symmetric compactness of D B   and certainly
f  B  B so B   C In fact by the maximality of C  B is a minimal
nonempty symmetrically closed subset of D containing its image under f  We
can complete this proof by showing that B is a singleton for then fx  x
where B  fxg But otherwise let x  y   B be such that for no w  z   B
is dx  y  dw  z necessarily   dx  y But if x  y   f  B let fw 
x  fz  y and we have dx  y  dfw  fz  dw  z a contradiction
to the maximality of dx  y which shows B  f  B But since f  B  B we
have f  f  B  f  B contradicting the minimality of B and completing the
proof that B is a singleton The uniqueness of the xed point was shown in
  
Theorem  If D is a Vdomain f  D  D is a distance reducing map
and P is a symmetrically closed nonempty subset of D for which f  P   P 
then fixf   P  
Proof P  with the restriction of d to it is a Vdomain and f jP  P  P
is distance reducing Thus f jP has a unique xed point y   P  which is
necessarily a xed point for f  so y is the unique xed point guaranteed by
 in D  
However the fact that distance reducing maps have xed points is due to
the compactness of the symmetric topology on Vdomains For example if
x
n
 
n
i

i
 and X  fx
n
j   n   g is equipped with the usual real metric
it is then a complete Ddomain see  following  but not compact and
the shift fx
n
  x
n 
 is a distance reducing map with no xed point To
formulate a version of Banachs Fixed Point Theorem for VDom we need to
abandon compactness and assume additional structure on V We dene this
structure now since its existence also is a convenience for Vdomains
De nition 	 A partially ordered semigroup is a triple A    with A 
a poset and   A	A A an associative and monotone binary operation on
A

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If A    is a partially ordered semigroup and V is a value quantale then
by an action of A on V we understand a monotone map   A 	 V  V
satisfying the following conditions for all a  b   A and p  q   V 
a p  a  p
b a  b  p  a  b  p
c a  p  a  q  a  p q and
d for all    there is a    such that if p   a  p then   p
In the examples mentioned above there are available natural actions
 The Value Quantale of Ranks  Z
 
   the set of positive integers with
the opposite of the usual ordering and ordinary addition is a partially
ordered semigroup Moreover the operation dened by
n  p 
 
p  n if p   
 if p  
is an action of Z
 
   on   
 The Value Quantale of Distances  The open unit interval    with the
usual ordering and the ordinary operation of multiplication is a partially
ordered semigroup Moreover the operation dened by
a  p 
 
ap if p 
 if p 
is an action of    on D
 The Value Quantale of Distributions  The operation dened by a 
x  
x
a
 is an action of    on 
We assume for the remainder of this section that V is a value quantale and
  A	 V  V is an action of the partially ordered semigroup A    on V 
De nition 
  A function f  X  Y  X Y Vcontinuity spaces is
a contraction if there is an a   A such for all x  y   X  a  dx  y 
dfx  fy
 An element p   V is small if for all a   A

n Z
 

mn
a
n
 p a
n 
 p    a
m
 p   
where a
n
is dened recursively by a

 a and a
n 
 a
n
 a
 A Vcontinuity space X is small if there is a small element p   V such
that for all x  y   X and all a   A dx  y  p
All elements of the Value Quantale of Ranks are small an element p   D
is small i
 p   and an element of  is small i
 it is the distribution of a
random variable
Notice that if f  X  Y is a contraction then f is also a contraction
when considered as a map from X

to Y

 or from X
s
to Y
s

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Proposition   Each contraction is nonexpansive and so uniformly
continuous  Further a contraction on a small Vcontinuity space has at
most one xed point 
 For each contraction on a small complete Vcontinuity space X and
each x   X the sequence dened by x

 x x
n 
 fx
n
 is Cauchy
and converges to the unique xed point in X 
Proof  Suppose x  y are xed points Then for each n  f
n
x  x and
f
n
y  y and so
 

n N

mn
a
n
 dx  y  a
n 
 dx  y     a
m
 dx  y


n N
a
n
 dx  y 

n N
df
n
x  f
n
y 

n N
dx  y  dx  y
Thus dx  y   Similarly dy  x   and so x  y
 For all n a
n
 d
s
x

  x

  d
s
x
n
  x
n 
 Consequently by the triangle
inequality
a
n
 d
s
x

  x

     a
n m
 d
s
x

  x


 d
s
x
n
  x
n 
     d
s
x
n m
  x
n m 
  d
s
x
n
  x
n m 

Since X is small it follows that x
n
 is a Cauchy sequence for    choose
k so that for all m  k   
m
kn
a
k
 d
s
x

  x

  
m
kn
d
s
x
k
  x
k 

d
s
x
m
  x
n
 Let x

 lim
s
n N
x
n
 Since f is symmetrically continuous
fx

  flim
s
n N
x
n
  lim
s
n N
fx
n
  lim
s
n N
x
n 
 x

 Thus x

is a
xed point of f   
Example  Let X  

denote the set of nite and innite strings in
the alphabet  Dene d  

	

  cf   Example b by
dx  y 
 
the least n such that xn  y  if such an n exists
  otherwise
where x  n denotes the result of deleting all terms of x after the rst n
and x  y means that x is an initial segment of y Then X  d is a small
complete continuity space the specialization order is and the induced
topology is the Scott topology on the cpo 

  A function f  X  X is
constructive cf   p  if for all x and all n fx  n    fx  n 
n   Such a function is easily seen to be contraction and so has a unique
xed point
 Fixed Points of Functors
In this section we outline how to nd a domain X such that F X


X  where
F is an endofunctor of the appropriate type Our development is similar to
that for nding xed points for functors in categories of cpos as presented
in   x and x To adapt this theory to continuity spaces we use the
techniques of   for nding xed points for functors in categories of complete
metric spaces It will be seen that by admitting asymmetric distance functions

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a very convincing unication of the cpo and metric space theories of re	exive
domain equations is possible
Let D denote the full subcategory of VDom with objects the pointed V
domains that is those with a specializationorder minimal element  and
let D

denote the category of pointed Vdomains and nonexpansive maps

It is key that these categories have certain inverse limits to see this rst recall
that the category of symmetrically compact continuity spaces and uniformly
continuous maps contains products and symmetrically closed subspaces which
are equalizers thus it has inverse limits If we can get a Vcontinuity space
structure on this space which induces the product and dual product topologies
the resulting space will be a limit for the diagram in VDom
The next result is valid for general directed limits but we formulate it
only for sequential diagrams that is those of the form hX
n
  f
mn
i where for
m n   N with m  n f
mn
 X
n
 X
m
 since this is all we need below
Such a diagram is determined by the f
n	n 
  n   N since for m  n  f
mn

f
n	n 
     f
m	m
 and we sometimes adopt the notation f
n
 f
n	n 

A string is a sequence x   
N
X
n
such that for each m  n  m  n   N
f
mn
x
n
  x
m
 Below we need to look at nets in 
N
X
n
 and we use the
notation fxg
 
to denote such a net thus x
k
is the kth coordinate of
x in particular for sequences in 
N
X
n
 xn
k
is the kth coordinate of
xn
Lemma  Sequential diagram convergence criterion A sequential
diagram hX
n
  f
mn
i
mn	m	n N
in D

has a limit in that category is converging
if and only if

	n N

fd
m
x
m
  y
m
 j x  y strings  m  n  and d
n
x
n
  y
n
  g  
When this condition holds such a limit is the set X of strings equipped
with the distance d  d

that is dx  y 
W
n N
d
n
x
n
  y
n
 and the projec
tions g
n
x  x
n
 
Proof Below let n   
W
Cn    where Cn    fd
m
x
m
  y
m
 j x  y
strings m  n  and d
n
x
n
  y
n
  g
Now assume
V
	n N
n     It must be shown that d and d

give rise
to the product topologies 
N

d
n
 
N

d
 
n
 Certainly if fxg
 
is a net in X
and dx  x   we have for each n  d
n
x
n
  x
n
  so dconvergence
implies convergence in the product topology On the other hand if x and for
each      x are strings and for each n  d
n
x
n
  x
n
  then for   
choose k   so that if j  k and d
k
x
k
  y
k
   then d
j
x
j
  y
j
   next choose
 so that if 	   then d
k
x
k
  x	
k
   and notice that if 	   then for
each i   N  either i  k in which case d
i
x
i
  x	
i
  d
i
f
ik
x
k
  f
ik
x	
k
 
d
k
x
k
  x	
k
   or k  i in which case d
i
x
i
  x	
i
   by our choice
of  This shows that d

x  x	   and since d

is handled similarly

The requirement that Vdomains be pointed though not essential for much of what
follows simplies the discussion of reexive domain equations and seems to hold for the
examples of interest in semantics
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completes the proof that the product topologies arise from d  d

 By denition
of d dx  y  d
m
x
m
  y
m
 for each m so the g
m
are all nonexpansive The
proof that X  d is a limit in D

is completed by showing that if Y  e is a
pointed Vdomain and for each n   N h
n
 Y  e X
n
  d
n
 is nonexpansive
then dene h  Y  e  X  d by hy
n
 g
n
y and notice that if y  z   Y
then dhy  hz 
W
n N
d
n
hy
n
  hz
n
 
W
n N
d
n
h
n
y  h
n
z  ey  z
by the nonexpansiveness of the h
n
 completing the proof that X  d is our
inverse limit
Conversely let us suppose that hY  e  g
m
i is a limit for the diagram
hX
n
  f
mn
i
mn	m	n N
 We rst notice that in this case for x  y   Y  ex  y 
W
n
d
n
g
n
x  g
n
y To see this let e

x  y 
W
n
d
n
g
n
x  g
n
y Evi
dently Y  e

 is a continuity space If e

x  y  e

y  x   then for all
n d
n
x  y  d
n
y  x   and so x
n
 y
n
 Applying the universal property
of hY  e  g
m
i to the one point domain shows that x  y Hence Y  e

 is
T

 Since the g
n
are nonexpansive ex  y  e

x  y If follows that Y  e

 is
totally bounded As maps from Y  e

 the g
n
are still nonexpansive From
this and the fact that each X
n
is complete it follows easily that it Y  e

 is
complete By Theorem  Y  e

 is a domain Appealing again to the univer
sal property of hY  e  g
m
i we see that the identity map I  Y  e

 Y  e
is nonexpansive Thus ex  y  e

x  y as required
If by way of contradiction

	n N

nm
fd
m
g
m
x  g
m
y j x  y   Y  d
n
g
n
x  g
n
y  g   
choose    so that for each n   N     fx  y   Y 	 Y j m 
nd
n
g
n
x  g
n
y    and d
m
g
m
x  g
m
y  g   and call this set F
n	

By the
s
compactness of the limit space there is a v w  
T
n	
cl
s
F
n	
 But
since F
n	
 fx  y j d
n
g
n
x  g
n
y  g and the latter is symmetrically
closed in Y 	Y  d
n
g
n
v  g
n
w   for arbitrary    so d
n
g
n
v  g
n
w 
 and by the previous paragraph ev w 
W
n N
d
n
g
n
v  g
n
w   Now
nd x  y   F
n	
whose symmetric distance from v w is   that is such
that e
s
x  v  e
s
y w   Then d
m
g
m
x  g
m
y  d
s
m
g
m
x  g
m
v 
d
m
g
m
v  g
m
w  d
s
m
g
m
w  g
m
y  e
s
x  v  ev w  e
s
w  y   our
contradiction  
The fundamental result for the theory of re	exive domain equations in
categories of cpos is the Limitcolimit coincidence lemma To adapt this
result to the present setting we need the following concepts from  
De nition  Assume D and D

are Vdomains An embedding projection
pair or eppair from D to D

is a pair   e  p of nonexpansive maps
e  D  D

and p  D

 D such that p  e  Id
D
and e  p  Id
D


Let D
e
be the category whose objects are pointed Vdomains and whose
morphisms are ep pairs We will sometimes denote a morphism e  C  D

in D
e
as a pair   e  p where p it the right adjoint to e
De nition  A tower is a sequential diagram   hD
n
  
mn
i in D
e

!
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Note that since for an eppair   e  p  D  D

  e is leftadjoint to p
each of e and p uniquely determines the other We will call a nonexpansive
map e  D  D

an embedding if there is a nonexpansive map p  D

 D
such that e  p  D  D

is an eppair
Assume D and D

are Vdomains and   e  p  D  D

is an ep
pair Then the approximation degree of  denoted by 	 is given by
	  d
	D

	D



Id
D

  ep
In   a tower   hD
n
  
mn
i is called converging if for each   
there is an N such that for all m  n  N    	
nm
 It isnt di"cult
to see that for a tower this condition agrees with our notion of conver
gence First notice that since each p
n
is surjective each element of each
X
m
is the mth coordinate of a string so Cn    fd
m
x  y j x  y  
X
m
  d
n
p
nm
x  p
nm
y  g If x   X
m
 then p
nm
x  p
nm
e
mn
p
nm
x
so for each positive  d
m
x
m
  e
mn
p
nm
x
m
   Cn   and therefore 	
nm
 
W
fd
m
x
m
  e
mn
p
nm
x
m
 j x
m
  X
m
g 
W
Cn   Also since d
m
x  y 
d
m
x  e
nm
p
mn
xd
m
e
nm
p
mn
x  e
nm
p
mn
yd
m
e
nm
p
mn
y  y  	
mn

d
n
p
mn
x  p
mn
y    since e
nm
p
mn
x 

d
x so
W
Cn    	
mn
  
The inequalities in the last two sentences show that
V
n N	
W
Cn   
V
n N
W
Nnm
	
nm
 and our conclusion results
Lemma  LimitColimit Coincidence Let   hD
n

n N
  
n

n N
i be
a converging tower in D
e
  Dene hD  d
D
  p
m
i to be the limit of the sequen
tial diagram hD
n
  p
mn
i and
e
m
x
n






p
mn
x if n  m
x if n  m
e
nm
x if n  m 
Then
 D  d
D
 is a pointed Vdomain 
 For each n e
n
  p
n
  D
n
 D is an eppair and
W

n N
e
n
 p
n
 Id
D
 
 D  p
n

n
 is the limit of the diagram hD
n
  p
mn
i in D

  If hC  g
n
i is
another cone then the mediating morphism from C to D is given by
gx  hg
n
xi
n N
or g 


n N
e
n
 g
n

 D  e
n

n
 is the colimit of the diagram hD
n
  e
nm
i in D

  If hE  f
n
i is
another cocone then the mediating morphism from D to E is given by
fhx
n
i
n N
 


n N
f
n
x
n
 or f 


n N
f
n
 p
n

Proof  is easily established and  and  follow from  We therefore
consider only  Suppose hE  f
n
i is another cocone For n  m f
n
 p
n

f
m
 e
nm
 pnm  p
m
 f
m
 p
m
 Thus f 
W

n N
f
n
 p
n
is welldened

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Commutativity follows from the calculation
f e
m



n N
f
n
p
n
e
m



nm
f
n
p
n
e
n
e
nm



mm
f
n
e
nm



nm
f
m
 f
m

If f

were another mediating morphism then f

e
m
 f
m
and so f

e
m
p
m

f
m
 p
m
 Thus f


W

m N
f

 e
m
 p
m

W

m N
f
m
 p
m
 So f

 f   
Lemma  Assume   hD
n
  
mn
i is a tower in D
e
 D

  e

n

n N
 is a
cocone for  and let p

n
 D

 D
n
be the rightadjoint to e

n
 n   N 
Then
W

n N
e

n
 p

n
 Id
D

i   hD
n

n N
  e
n	n 

n N
i is converging and
D

  e

n

n N
 is colimiting 
Proof Su"ciency follows from Lemma  For necessity assume that
W

n N
e

n
 p

n
 Id
D

 Then lim
n N
	

n
   where 

n
 e

n
  p

n
 But
for n  m and using the notation of Lemma  we have
	
n	m
  d
	D
m

	D
m


Id
D
m
  e
n	m
p
n	m
  sup
x D
m
d
D
m
x  e
n	m
p
n	m
x
 sup
x D

d
D
m
p

m
x  e
n	m
p
n	m
p

m
x  sup
x D

d
D
m
p

m
x  p

m
e

n
p

n
x
 sup
x D

d
D
x  e

n
p

n
x  	

n

Thus  is converging Let D be the colimit of  as constructed in Lemma
 Since D is both the limit and colimit in D

 we have maps f  D  D

and g  D

 D commuting with the limiting and colimiting morphisms
respectively Then
f  gx  fhp

n
xi
n N
 


n N
e

n
 p

n
x  x  and
g  f  


n N
e
n
 p

n
  


m N
e

m
 p
m
 


n N
e
n
 p

n
 e

n
 p
n



n N
e
n
 p
n
 Id
D

 
De nition  Assume F  D

 D

is a functor Then F is locally
continuous if for each pair of domains D  D

 the map
F
D	D

  D

D

  F D

F D


dened by f  F f is continuous
De nition  A functor F  D
e
 D
e
is continuous if for any
converging tower   hD
n

n N
  e
n	n 

n N
i with limit D  e
n

n N

F  hF D
n

n N
  F e
n	n 

n N
i is also converging and its limit is
F D  F e
n

n N

If F  D

 D

is a locally continuous functor then F is locally
monotone that is for each pair of domains D D

 F
D	D

  D

D

 
 F D

F D

 is monotone Thus a locally continuous functor F  D


D

 restricts to a functor from D
e
to D
e


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Lemma 	 If F  D

 D

is locally continuous then as a functor on
D
e
 F is continuous 
Proof Let   hD
n

n N
  e
n	n 

n N
i be a converging tower with col
imit D  e
n

n N
 Then by Lemma 
W

n N
e
n
 p
n
 Id
D
 Since
F
D	D
  D

D   F D

F D is continuous it is Scott continuous
so
W

n N
F e
n
  F p
n
  Id
F D
 Again by Lemma  F D  F e
n

n N
 is
the colimit of the converging tower F  hF D
n

n N
  F e
n	n 

n N
i  
Let   denote the one point Vdomain Then for any pointed Vdomain D
there is a unique embedding e     D since e being a leftadjoint must
send  to  We can use this observation to dene a tower
  D

e
 
D

e
 
D

e
 
   
in D
e
  for a functor F  D
e
 D
e
 as follows Let D

   and D
n 

F D
n
 and let e
	
 D

 D

be the unique embedding from   to F   and
e
n 	n 
 F e
n	n 
 Unfortunately this tower need not be converging To
guarantee this we need to place an additional condition on F 
De nition 
 Assume F  D

 D

is a functor Then F is contractive if
there is an a   A such that for each eppair   D  D

 a 	  	F 
Theorem  Functor Fixed Point Theorem  Assume F  D

 D

is
locally continuous and contracting  Then the tower
  D

e
 
D

e
 
D

e
 
   
in D
e
dened above is converging and if D  e
n

n N
 is the colimit of  as
constructed in Lemma  	 then D is isomorphic to F D in D

via the maps
fold 


n N
e
n 
 F p
n
  F D D and
unfold


n N
F e
n
  p
n 
 D  F D
Proof First note that for eppairs   D  D

and 

 D

 D


	

   dId
D

  e

 e  p  p

  dId
D

  e

 p

  de

 p

  e

 e  p  p


 dId
D

  e

 p

  dId
D

  e  p  	  	


Consequently for n  m
	
n	m
  	
n	n 
      	
m	m
  a
n
 	
	
     a
m
 	
	

Since 	
	
 is nite  is converging
D  e
n

n Nnfg
 is the colimit of the diagram
F   D

e
 
D

e
 
D

e
 
   

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Since F is continuous the cocone F D  F e
n

n N
 is also a colimit of this
diagram The unique mediating morphisms given by Lemma  are exactly
fold and unfold They are inverses since both cocones are colimiting  
For a locally continuous and contracting functor F  D

 D

 we will
denote the xed point constructed in Theorem  by FIXF 
Recall that an F algebra for a functor F  D

 D

is a pair consisting
of an object D of D

and a nonexpansive map f  F D D A morphism
from the F algebra D  f  F D  D to the F algebra E  g  F E  E
is a map h  D  E such that h  f  g  F h
Proofs of the next three results can be obtained by adapting the proofs of
the corresponding results of x of   to the present setting
Lemma  Assume F  D

 D

is a locally continuous functor and
i  F D  D is an isomorphism in D

  Then for any F algebra C  f 
F C C there is a least homomorphism h
C	D
from D to C  It is the least
xed point of the functional 
C	D
on  D

C dened by 
C	D
g  f  F g 
i

  Moreover least homomorphisms compose if j  F B  B is also an
isomorphism then h
C	D
 h
C	B
 h
B	D
 
Theorem  Assume F  D

 D

is a locally continuous and con
tracting functor  Then the identity is the least endomorphism of the F algebra
FIXF   fold 
Theorem  Assume F  D

D

is a locally continuous and contract
ing functor  Then FIXF  is a subdomain of any other xed point of F 
 that
is if E is also a xed point of F  then there is an eppair   FIXF  E 
De nition  Assume F  D

 D

is a functor Then F is locally
contracting if there is an a   A such that for each pair of domains D  D

and
all f  g    D

D


a  d
	D

	D



f  g  d
	F D

	F D



F f  F g
Clearly a locally contracting functor is both locally continuous and con
tracting
Lemma  Assume F  D

 D

is a locally contracting functor and
i  F D  D is an isomorphism in D

  Then for any F algebra C  f 
F C  C there is a unique homomorphism h
C	D
from D to C  It is the
unique xed point of the contracting functional 
C	D
on  D

C dened by

C	D
g  f F g  i

  In particular the identity is the only endomorphism
of D  i  F D D 
Theorem  Assume F  D

 D

is a locally contracting functor 
Then FIXF  is the unique xed point of F  
Proof Suppose that D and C are xed points of F  Let i  F D D and
j  F C C be isomorphisms By Lemma  let 
C	D
 D  C and 
D	C

C  D be the unique F algebra homomorphisms Since 
D	C

C	D
 D  D

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and 
C	D
 
D	C
 C  C are homomorphisms they must be the identities
Thus D and C are isomorphic  
 Solving Reexive Domain Equations
For the results of the last section to be of use in programming language se
mantics it must be shown that a wide class of functors are locally contracting
or at least locally continuous and contracting and that functors such as
D D

   D

D

 which are covariant in some arguments and contravari
ant in others can also be dealt with
Mixed variant functors can be handled in the usual way since morphisms
in D
e
are adjoint pairs For m and n nonnegative integers let D
m	n
denote
D
op

m
	 D


n

De nition   A functor F  D
m	n
 D

is locally nonexpansive if for
all domains D

      D
m n
and D


      D

m n
 the map
F
D

	


	D
m n
	D


	


	D

m n
  D


D


	    	  D
m n

D

m n

  F D

      D
m n


F D


      D

m n

dened by f

       f
m n
  F f

       f
m n
 is nonexpansive
 A functor F  D
en
 D
e
is nonexpansive if for all eppairs 

 D


D


       
n
 D
n
 D

n

W
n
k
	
k
  	F 

       
n

A functor F  D
m	n
 D
k
is locally nonexpansive if each of its compo
nent functors is locally nonexpansive Similarly a functor F  D
en
 D
ek
is nonexpansive if each of its component functors is nonexpansive
Proposition  F  D
m	n
 D

is a locally nonexpansive functor  De
ne

F  D
em n
 D
e
by

F D

      D
m n
  F D

      D
m n
 for objects and

F 

       
m
  
m 
       
m n
  F p

       p
m
  e
m 
       e
m n
 for eppairs 
Then

F is a nonexpansive and continuous functor 
Proof To simplify notation assume m  n   A simple calculation
shows that F p

  e

 is an embedding with corresponding projection given
by F e

  p

 Suppose 

 D

 D


and 

 D

 D


are eppairs Then
	F 

  

  dId  F p

  e

  F e

  p


 dF Id
D


  Id
D


  F e

 p

  e

 p


 dId
D


  e

 p

 
 dId
D


  e

 p

  	

 
 	


thus

F is nonexpansive Continuity is shown as in the proof of Lemma  
Lemma   The diagonal functor diag  D
e
 D
en
 is nonexpansive
and continuous 

Flagg and Kopperman
 Constant functors are nonexpansive and continuous 
 The composition of nonexpansive functors is nonexpansive 
 The composition of continuous functors is continuous 
Lemma  Each of the functors

D D

   D

D

  D


op
	D

 D

D D

  D 	D

 D

	D

 D

D  D


 D

D

D  UD  D

D

D  LD  D

D

D  CD  D

 D

D   X  UD  D

D

  for a xed Vdomain X
D   X  LD  D

D

  for a xed Vdomain X
D   X  CD  D

 D

  for a xed Vdomain X
is locally nonexpansive  Also constant functors the diagonal functors and
the composition of locally nonexpansive functors are locally nonexpansive 
Proof Except possibly for the the last three claims in the rst part these
results are straightforward We consider only the functor D   X  UD 
D

 D

 We need to show that for f  g    D

D



x D
d
D

fx  gx 

h 	X	UD

d
	X	UD



Uf  h Ug  h


h 	X	UD


y Ughx

y Ufhx
dx  #x 
 d#y  y
Suppose y   Ughx and choose z   hx so that y  gz Let #x  x
#z  z and #y  fz Then #y   Ufh#x and

x D
d
D

fx  gx dfz  gz  dfz  gz  dgz  y
 d#y  y  dx  #x  d#y  y
 
For a   A let Id
a
denote the continuous functor  D
e
 D
e
which is
the identity on morphisms and maps a domain D  d to the domain D  d
a

where for x  y   D d
a
x  y  adx  y Below we will sometimes write aD
for Id
a
D
Lemma  Assume F  D
e
 D
e
is a nonexpansive functor and a   A 
Then the functor F
a
 F  Id
a
is contracting 

Except for the lifting functor D   D
 
 these functors are all discussed in  This new
functor is needed to guarantee that we obtain nontrivial xed points in the constructions
below To simplify the denition we will assume that 	p is a xed small element of V and
that for all objects D  D and all x  y  D  d
x  y  	p D
 
is then obtained from D by
adding a new bottom element  and dening d
  x   and d
x   	p for x  D

Flagg and Kopperman
Proof For   D  D

an eppair
	F
a
	F Id
a
  	Id
a
 

x D

d
aD

x  epx


x D

a  d
D

x  epx  a 

x D

d
D

x  epx
 a  	
 
To see how these results can be used to solve re	exive domain equations in
VDom consider the problem of nding a solution to the branching domain
equation  
B X


 X  UB X



in VDom where X is some xed Vdomain First note that by Lemma 
the functor F  D

 D

dened by F D   X  UD


 is locally
nonexpansive Thus by Lemma 

F  D
e
D
e
is continuous and nonex
pansive and so by Lemma 

F
a
 D
e
 D
e
 where a is some element of
A is contracting and continuous By Theorem 

F
a
has a xed point D
a

Thus D
a


 X  UId
a
D
a



 in D

 But D
a
is isomorphic to Id
a
D
a
 in
VDom so for B X  Id
a
D
a
 we have B X


 X  UB X


 in VDom
as required In the same way we can solve the equation D



X 	D




in
VDom and thus obtain linear domains such as UD


Unfortunately function spaces are not handled so easily The nonexpansive
function space presents no problems and we can proceed as above to solve
equations like
D



 D


D





However an equation like
D


 D  UD


 
which arises from a locally continuous but not locally nonexpansive functor
D D

   D  UD




  D


op
	D

 D

 cannot be solved with our
methods and we do not know whether this important equation has a solution
in VDom
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